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Introduction and statement of theorem. This note is the sequel to our
work [10]. We shall apply our method to the d-operators over complex Vmanifolds. Our result is a generalization of the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch
Theorem (see Atiyah-Singer [4] and Hirzebruch [8]) to the case of complex Vmanifolds and holomorphic vector F-bundles.
Let M be a compact complex manifold with a holomorphic action of a finite
group G and let E-^M be a G-equivariant holomorphic vector bundle. We
denote by O(E) the sheaf of local holomorphic sections of E. Then AtiyahSinger [4] proved: For each£ e G,

(I)

X(g) M 0{E)) = Σ (-l) traced |H\M\ O(E))]

Here 3.g(M\ E) is the equivariant Todd class.
Now the orbit space MjG has a structure of an analytic space and the local
G-invariant holomorphic sections of E define a coherent anayltic sheaf Ov(EjG)
over MjG.
Then, by averaging (I) for a l l ^ e G , we have:

(II)

X(M/G; ΘV(E/G)) = Σ (-1)' dim c #'(M/G; OV(E/G))
i

We shall generalize this formula to the case of complex F-manifolds. The
notion of F-manifold was introduced by Satake [11]. In [10] we have stated the
precise definitions concerning F-manifold structures. So, here we put a
brief description of complex F-manifolds and holomorphic vector Vbundles. Let X be an analytic space admitting only quotient singularities.
A complex F-manifold structure CVC over X is the following: For each sufficic
ently small connected open set U in X, c\p (jj}=1"(GUi U)-> U" is a ramified
covering t/-> U such that U is a connected complex manifold with an effective
1) From April 1, 1979, the author will move to: Gakushuin University, Faculty of Science,
Tokyo.
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holomorphic action of a finite group GL and the projection U-*U gives an identification U^ UjGu of analytic spaces. For a connected open subset VdU, we
assume also, that there is a biholomorphic open embedding φ: V->£/that covers
the inclusion VdU. Then the choice of φ is unique upto the action of Gυ and
each φ defines an injective group homomorphism \ψ\ Gv->Gσ that makes φ be
λ^-equivariant. Let p: E-+X be a holomorphic map between analytic spaces.
A holomorphic vector F-bundle structure <B on "E-+X" is the following: For
small UdX, SB(U)=(GU9 pυ\ Eu->U) is a G^-equivariant holomorphic vector
bundle with an identification "p\p-\U)ι p-\U)-*U"^"]>uIGϋ:
EulGυ-+
UjGu". For VdU, we assume that there is a holomorphic bundle map Φ: Ev
->Eu over some open embedding φ\ V->U that covers the inclusions p~\V)
dp~\U) and VaU. Then Φ becomes a λ^-equivariant bundle map. (In the
terminology of [10], (E, Si) is a "proper" holomorphic vector F-bundle).
Now let X be a compact complex F-manifold and let E->X be a holomorphic
vector F-bundle. The local G^-invariant holomorphic sections of EΌ-> U define
a coherent analytic sheaf OV(E) over an analytic space X. Then we have the
arithemtic genus X(X; Ov(E))=^(~iy
dim c H\X\ OV(E)). We can choose
invariant smooth linear connections on complex vector bundles EΌ-* U, complex
tangent bundles TU->U and complex normal bundles v(Ugd U)~>Ug for all
U and for all g^GUy such that they are compatible with open embeddings Φ's
and φ's. Then, by the Weil homomorphism, we have the equivariant Todd
form 3g(U; EΌ) for each Ug. Then we can state our theroem in the following
form. Let {fv\ be a (smooth or continuous) partition of unity on X, then,

(III)

X(X; OY(E)) = Σ ^ ; Σ ( fu2g(0; βΌ).
*Ghg

σ \G\

For each local coordinate (GUy U) and for each g^Guy we consider Ug as a
complex manifold on which the centralizer ZGu(g) acts. For VdU, the open
h
g
embedding φ: V->U defines a natural open embedding V jZGv{h)-^U jZGσ{g)
of analytic spaces, where g=\φ(h).
This embedding is unique for a fixed pair
g
(g, h). We patch all U jZGu(gy& together by these identifications. Then we
get a disjoint union of complex F-manifolds of various dimensions:
=

cG

ff

U e i Z c
e c

*

{ g )

'

(X corresponds to the portion defined by £—1).
We have a canonical map ΣX->X covered locally by the inclusion Ugd U. For
each X G Z , we can choose a coordinate neighbourhood (Gx, Ux) such that xd(Jx
is a fixed point of Gx. Gx is unique upto isomorphisms. Then the number of
pieces of ΣX over x is equal to the number of the conjugacy classes of Gx other
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than the identity class.
Let ΣXU ΣX2y •••, ΣXC be all the connected components of ΣX. To
each ΣXi9 we assign a number miy defined by:
m, = I kernel [ZGj(g) -> Aut(tf')] | ,
Now the formal sum Σ 3*(t/; £V) defines a "differential form" on
*Gu

XJLΣX.

8

Σ

It represents a cohomology class 3{X\ E)+3 (X; E) in H*(XJLΣX; C).
This class is independent of the choice of the connections. Then we get the
following theorem:
Theorem. Let X be a compact complex V-manifold and let E->X be a holomorphic vector V-bundle. Then:
(IV)

X(X; Or(E)) = <2(X; E),

1. Since the class 3(X; E) is defined over rationals, the term
; E)y [X]> is a rational number.

REMARK

2. For the case when X=Γ\Xy where X is a complex manifold
and Γ is a properly discontinuous group acting holomorphically on Jξ", the
number <3(X; E), [Z]> is just the Γ-index indr((δ+3*)£ ei; ) defined by Atiyah
[1], (Though Γ acts freely in [1], the similar argument holds for the case when
Γ has finite isotropies, see III) below).
REMARK

The proof of our theorem is a combination of our work [10] and Gilkey's
result [7] on the Lefschetz fixed point formula for the Dolbeault complexes.
Here we shall place a complete proof.
Proof of Theorem. In this proof, we use the "heat kernel-zeta function*'
method. We reivew the results briefly. (See Seeley [12], Atiyah-Bott-Patodi
[2], Gilkey [6], [7], Donnelly-Patodi [5] and Kawasaki [10]).
Let U be a germ of a Riemannian manifold and let Eυ-> U be a smooth
complex vector bundle with a smooth Hermitian fibre metric. Let g: Eυ->Eυ be
anisometry of the pair (XJ,Eυ). Let A: C°°(U; Eu)->C°°(U: Eυ) be a^-invariant,
formally self-adjoint, positive semi-definite, elliptic differential operator. Then
8
g
8
we have a smooth measure Z A on thefixedpoint set U . Z A is a local invariant
of the action of g and of the operator A. It is given by a universal expression
in g and A. The explicit form of ZgA is given in [10]. Z8A has the following
properties:
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I) Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and let g: M->M be an
isometry. Let E, F be two £-equivariant smooth complex vector bundles over
M with ^-invariant Hermitian fibre metrics. Let D: C°°(M\ E)->C°°(M; F) be
a ^-invariant elliptic differential operator. Then we have the adjoint operator
Z)*: C°°(M; F)->C°°(M; E) and twτo ^-invariant, self-adjoint, positive semi-definite,
elliptic differential operators D*D and DD*. Pur μgD=ZUD— ZgDD*. Then the
equivariant index ind(^ D) is given by:

indfe, D) = ( dμl.
JM8

II) (Kawasaki [10]). Let X be a compact Riemannian F-manifold and
let E, F be two "proper" differentiable complex vector F-bundles over X.
Let D: Cγ(X\ E)->Cv(X; F) be an elliptic differntial operator, that is, a family
{Dv\ C~(U; j£c/)->C>oo(t7; Fu})(GUtΰ) of invariant elliptic differential operators
that are compatible with attaching maps {Φ}: Ev-*Eu and {Ψ}: Fv->Fu.
Then D operates on the differentiable F-sections and the kernel and the cokernel
of the operator D are finite dimensional. We define the F-index indy(Z>) of the
operator D by:
indv(D) = dim c kernel [D: Cv{X\ E) -> Cv(X\ F)]
- d i m c cokernel [D: Cv(X\ E) -> Cγ{X\ F)] .
For each coordinate neighbourhood (GUy U), we have a formal sum of measures:
ΣJ PDU- = Σ (ZD^—ZD^J)

These formal sums define a measure μD+μi
mdv(D) is given by:

over X\\_ΣX. Then the F-index

III) (See Aityah [1]). Let X be a (non-compact) Riemannian manifold
and let Γ be a properly discontinuous group acting on X as isometries. We
assume that the orbit F-manifold X—Γ\X is compact. Let E, F be two Γequivariant complex vector bundles over X with F-invariant Hermitian fibre
metrics. Let J5: C°°(X\ S)->C°°(X; F) be a Γ-invariant elliptic differential
operator. Then we consider the completions ~C2(X\ E), JC\X\ F) and the
unbounded operators D: X2(X; E)-+ X2(X; F), S*: X\X\ F)^X2(X; E).
(In this case the formal adjoint coincides with the Hubert space adjoint). We
put:

Jί0 = {f^X\X; E)\Df= 0} aX\X; β),
2
; F)\D*g = 0} c_f (X; F).
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Then Mt becomes a /^-invariant closed subspace (i~0> 1). Let Ht be the orthogonal projection onto Jίt. Then H{ has a smooth kernel Ht(£, $) and we get a
smooth measure tra.cec[Ht(%, £)] over X Since the operator Hι is Γ-invariant,
we may consider tracec[/7,(£, £)] as a measure over X=Γ\X.
Then the Γindex of the operator D is defined by:
indr(J5) = I d (tracec|7/o(^ ^)] — tracecf-f^if^ ^)1).
Jx

Now the elliptic differential operator D over X defines an elliptic differential
operator D: Cy(X; E)-+Cy{X\ F) over a F-manifold X and we have a measure
μ,D over X. Then indr(Z)) is given by:
ind Γ (5) = [

x

dμD.

Now we return to our problem: Let X be a compact complex F-manifold
and let E->X be a holomorphic vector F-bundle. We denote by I 7 the holomorphic part of the complexified cotangent vector F-bundle. Consider the sheaf
Qpv *(E)=Cv(Ap T®A9 T®E) of germs of ^-valued (p, q)-ίorms over X. Then
we have the 5-operators d: Gpvq(E)->Qpv q+1(E) and a soft resolution:
0 -> Ov(ApT®E)

d
d
d
c_ apv\E) -> Qpv>\E) -> .. -> fif'"(£!) -* 0 .

Put Apy\X\ E)=T(X; Qpv'q{E)), then we have a complex:
d
d
d
0 -> Apv°(X; E) -> i4f X(X; £ ) - > . . . - > ^[f M (Z; £) -> 0 ,
whose z'-th cohomology group is Hι(X\ ΘV(AP Tξ§>E)). Choose a Hermitian
metric h on X and a Hermitian fibre metric hE on ί1. Then we have the adjoint
p q
q
operator 9*: A v' (X; E)-+Afy -\X] E) of d. Consider a differential operator:

(Av'od(X; E) = Θ ^4
Then (d+<ί*)0Beυ is an elliptic operator and:
mdγ((β+d*)E

βv

) =

Thus we can express the arithmetic genus as the F-index of an elliptic
operator (9+9*)!'^. Then, by II) above, we have a measure At(5+d*)JM+Atf§+§»)S'1'
over XllΣX that gives the arithmetic genus. But this measure is not equal to
the Todd class in general. So we use the Spin0 Dirac operator instead, which
gives the arithmetic genus for complex F-manifolds and is defined over more
general F-manifolds.
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Now let (X, h) and (E, hE) be as before. Consider the almost complex
structure (TX, J). (TX, J) is a holomorphic vector F-bundle. The Hermitian
metric h define a reduction U(n) (TX) of the principal tangent F-bundle. We
consider U(n) as a subgroup of Spinc(2n)=Spin(2ή)xZ2U(l).
(See AtiyahBott-Shapiro [2]). Let Spinc(2n) (TX) be the associated 5/>mc(2w)-princiρal tangen
F-bundle. We construct a connection Vc on Spin (In) (TX) as follows: We
have a Riemannian connection V s o o n SO(2ή) (TX) and a Hermitian connection
VLonL=An((TXJ).
Then Vc is a unique lift of VS0X VLon(SO(2n)x
U(l))(TX)
c
±)C
by the double covering Spin (2n)-> SO(2ή)X 1/(1). Let A be the half Spitfrepresentations. Then we have two complex vector F-bundles:
A* <(TX) = Spin\2n) (TX)x s,1,«(2,)Δ± e ,
with induced connections V±>c.
the Clifford multiplications:

The Clifford module structures on Δ l f C define

m: TX®RA±-C(TX)

-* Δ T ' C (ΓX).

On (£*, A£) we have the Hermitian connection V£.
operator d%tC is defined by:

Then the Spiff Dirac

d%'c:Cv(X;A+'c(TX)®cE)
C7(X;

T*X®RA+'C(TX)®CE)

Here we identify TX= T*X by the real Hermitian metric Sίe h.
Since Spiff(2n) (TX) has a reduction C/(/ι) (ΓZ), we have:
Aϊ 'iTX) s* A'\TX, J).
The Hermitian metric A defines a F-bundle isometry Λ/Λ: (TX,J)^
have a F-bundle isomorphism:
ψ±: A± c { )

T. SO we

L od

c
c
By a standard computation (see Hitchin [9]), we have:
Proposition. The two operators (d-\-d*)°Eeυ and dpc have the same principal
symbol (via i/r±) upto a constant factor.

As a corollary, we have:
X(X; OV(E)) = indv(dp°)
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Now the operator d%tC does not depend on the complex structure on X. It
depends only on the Spin-structure Spίn\2n) (TX), the metric connection
VL and the Hermitian F-bundle (E, hEy VE). Its index indv(dE'c) does not
depend on the choices of metrics h and hE, nor the choices of connections VL and
VE. So we can change metrics and connections.
We consider over a coordinate neighbourhood (Gv, U)~->U. Choose a
metric h on U so that, for each^eG^, on a neighbourhood of Ug in U, h is equal
to the Riemannian metric over the total space Ng of the normal bundle vg=
p(UgdU) induced from a ^-invariant Hermitian structure (vg9 hVgJ V V J. We
identify Ng with a neighbourhood of Ug in U. Then, over Ng, the principal bundle Spinc(2ή)(T0) reduces equivariantly to
π*(Spin(2no)(TUg)Xu*U(n-no)(pg))y
where π: Ng->Ug is the projection of vg and 2n.Q=d\mRUg. The associated
line bundle L splits into a tensor product 7r*(L0®Λw~w°^^), where Lo is the
associated line bundle of Spin(2n0) (TUg).
The actions of g on the first factors Spinc(2n0)(TUg)) and Lo are trivial. On
Lo, we have the induced metric hLQ. Choose a metric connection VLo on (Lo, hLo).
Then we choose a metric connection VL so that, over Ng9 VL is equal to the
induced connection 7r*(Vio®Λw~w°VVί). Also, we choose a Hermitian structure (E> hE, VE) so that, over Ng, it is equal to the induced structure (π*(E\ Ug),

U

Then, over a neighbourhood Ng of Ug in £/, the operator dEtC is completely
determined by the data over Ug, that is, the 5pmc-structure Spinc(2nQ) (TUg)>
the metric connection VLo and the £-equivariant Hermitian bundles (g; vg, hVg,
V,g) and (g;E\Ug,hE\Ug,
VE\Ug).
We remark here that we can choose a metric A, a metric connection VL and
a hermitian structure (E, hE> V£) over a F-manifold X so that the above conditions are satisfied for all coordinate neighbourhood {GUy U)->U and for all
g^Gv at the same time.
Now we consider differently: Let (f/0, h0) be a germ of (2w0)-dimensional
Reimannian manofold with trivial ^-action and assume that we are given a Hermitian line bundle (Z,o, hLo, VLo) with trivial ^-action and two £-equivariant
Hermitian bundles (g; vy /zv, Vv) (dim c v = n—n0) and (^ E, hE, VE) over L^o.
So g acts on each fibre of v and £\ We assume that the fixed points in v are
all in the zero section. We may assume that UQ is contractible. Then an orientation o, the Riemannian metric h0 and the Hermitian line bundle (Lo, hLo, VZo) define a unique ^zV-structure Spinc(2n0)(TUQ) upto AS^mc-isomorphisms.
(There are two canonical isomorphisms). The Riemannian metric h0 and the
metric connection VLQ define a connection VS on Spinc(2n0) (TU0). Consider
c
the total space N of v. The Hermitian structure {y% Av, Vv) define a Spin (2n0)
X U(n~noystructure over N. Also we have the action of g that preserve
the above structure. Then we have the associated 5/>/V(2«)-structure with
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^-action over N. Its associated line bundle is π*(L0®An~n°v) and the metric
connection VLo®ΛM"w°Vv defines a connection Vc on Spin(ln) (TN). Also we
have an induced g-eqυivariant Hermitian bundle (g; π*E, π*hE> π*AE) o v e r N.
Then the £/>mc-structure Spin (In) (TN) with connection Vc and the
Hermitian bundle (π*E, π*hE, π*VE) define the Spin Dirac operator d*icE.
The operator d«*cE and the action of g define a measure μ^V over UQ. The
only ambiguity of this construction comes from the choice of the orientation o
over Uo. If we change the orientation, then the measure μ^4^ changes its
sign. So the measure μfyc defines a 2τz0-form dμgd^^ with no ambiguity.
Thus we have shown that the 2n0-form dμ^^ i s a local invariant of a
Riemannian structure (£/0, h0) and Hermitian bundles (Xo, hLΰ, VLo), (g\ v^yh^
Vv) and (g; E, hE, V^). In [10], we have an explicit form of μ8D. Then we can
see that the 2//0-form dμg^^ is a homogeneous regular local invariant of weight
0, in the terminology of Atiyah-Bott-Patodi [2]. Then, by Gilkey's Theorem
(see [2]), we can conclude:
Proposition, dμsd^c is expressed by a universal polynomial in the Pontrj agin
forms of (U09 Ao), the first Chernform of (L o , hLo, VLQ), the equivariant Chern forms
°f(.g\ v-> ^v> Vv) and the equivariant Chern forms of (g\ E> hE, V £ ).

We restrict ourselves to the case when TUQ has an almost complex structure
JQ and L0=An°(TU0,JQ).
Let M be a compact complex manifold and let E-+M
be a holomorphic vector bundle. Let g be an automorphism of the pair (M,
E) that generates a compact transformation group. Then by Atiyah-Singer
[4] we know:

The computations over the products of complex projective spaces with linear
actions show that the expression of dμ^γ in the characteristic classes must be
unique. This shows:

Now we return to the original situation.
V, U)-*U, we have:

Over a coordinate neighbourhood

Then, by choosing suitable metrics and connections, we have:

Ίfdϊ'+Wά'
Hence we have:

= CJ(X; E)+2-(X; E).
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= <2(X; E),

The both sides are independent of the metrics and connections.
OSAKA UNIVERSITY
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